
The 6th EIASM workshop on Managing Arts and Cultural Organisations was held at the Oxford Saïd 

Business School in the University of Oxford, from 30 November – 1 December 2018. 

Under the auspices of EIASM, the organizers Pegram Harrison (University of Oxford) and Luca Zan 

(Università di Bologna) welcomed 30 Participants from all over Europe, as well as North America, Israel 

and Australasia.  Some were familiar as delegates at previous workshops; others were welcome 

newcomers to the group. 

 
Oxford Saïd Business School 

 

The selection of Oxford as a venue affirms a deepening relationship (and a Memorandum of 

Understanding) between the Business Schools at Oxford and Bologna (called “OxBo”) to collaborate on 

academic activities relating to management and the humanities, including the management of arts, 

heritage and cultural institutions.  Both ancient Universities are heritage sites themselves, and each 

provides exceptional opportunities to study the intersection of management and humanities, 

especially relating to heritage, and to convene scholars working on related fields.  
 

 

 
  



Opening Presentations 

The conference hosts were very proud to open 
proceedings with two presentations showcasing 
current collaborative research exploring the 
management and leadership challenges of the 
University Museum systems in both Bologna and 
Oxford.  

 

Luca Zan presenting the opening session, 
with Pegram Harrison waiting in the wings.  

Photo by Emmanuel Coblence 

 

Conference Program 

Over the two days of the conference 30 Presentations were presented, each lasting 45 minutes (20-25 

minutes presenting, 25-20 minutes Q&A).  The long format for each paper – a tradition itself in this 

series of workshop in Arts Management – was greatly welcomed by the delegates, who were able to 

elicit extensive feedback from colleagues to improve their papers. 

The first session, by the organisers, presented two ethnographic and action research perspectives on 

University museums: 

1. Ferri P., Guagnini A., Santagati E., Zan L: Professors, Bureaucrats, and Curators: from university 

collations to museums at UNIBO (1970-2015) 

2. Harrison P., Case Study: Oxford Museum of the History of Science 

The second session looked at the overlapping, sometimes conflicting goals and responses cultural 

organisations: 

3. Roberts H., The in-between domain of art and business 

4. Sassi M., Contradictory goals and response to them in cultural and creative industries 

The next four session ran in parallel, with two looking at different forms of museum from a practice 

perspective; and another two using concepts of capital and institutional logics to examine various 

cultural practices: 

5. Lahav S., Against Homogeneity: challenging homogeneity & celebrating ‘difference’ in display, 

education & interpretation strategies in museums & galleries 

6. Guagnini A., A new breed of corporate museums? The case of Nestlé and Alimentarium 

7. Pareschi L., Fully Booked: transforming cultural capital into symbolic capital through the use of 

audience development: the case of Festivaletteratura 

8. Koping A., From Democracy to Management: institutional logics at play 

The next three presentation concluded the first day, and looked at various ways of conceptualising 

organisational practices in arts and heritage institutions: anarchies, collectives, conservation projects or 

stimuli to regeneration: 

9. Bar-Haim A., Corporate Governance in art & cultural organizations as organized anarchies 



10. Bugden E., Organising the Alternative: case study research into artist-run collectives in New 

Zealand 

11. Baskakova E., Industrial Heritage Management: an exploratory research of regeneration 

processes 

The second day began with two papers deeply scrutinising cultural practices at policy and educational 

levels, in sites and spaces ranging from a City of Culture in the south of Italy, to a cultural quarter in 

Vienna, to an arts management degree programme in a London university: 

12. Piber M., Participatory Cultural Initiatives: the beginning of the end of (knowledge) 

management in its current understanding? 

13. Holtham C., Jones, S., Skilful Coping with Unorder: educating 21st century arts leadership 

Another parallel session presented four papers in two streams: one stream looked at experiments to 

understand the dynamic effects of pricing on attendees of a German cultural event, and explored 

various strategies for stimulating greater diversity in Slovenian film production; the other, examined 

how data analytics and data mining are being deployed to understand emergent institutional and 

sectoral practices in cultural contexts: 

14. Rottler M., The influence of external reference price strategies on the amount paid in a “pay 

what you want” setting of a German photo biennial 

15. Gričar N., Modelling cultural diversity of film projects on tenders: cultural management, 

cultural diversity and cultural policy 

16. Agostino D., The role of big data analytics in museums: balancing between contradictions and 

praxis 

17. Diaz Lema M., Reviewing the Italian cultural ecosystem with the museum’s online reviews: a 

text mining approach 

Two papers looked rigorously at evolving ways of evaluation, re-configuring, and re-conceptualising the 

arts, whether performed or presented, from a practice perspective: 

18. Labaronne L., Artistic achievement in the performing arts 

19. Coblence E. , Performative Valorization: the case of the Louvre Museum 

And the last two papers presented fresh insights on the management challenges and responses of arts 

organisations outside of mainstream metropolitan centres, in Western Australia and scattered 

throughout Sweden: 

20. Lo Surdo M., At the Tipping Point: Australian orchestras, a case study 

21. Lindqvist K., Equal partners or implementers? The struggle of independent arts organisations in 

cultural policy collaborations 

 

  



Closing Conclusions 

After the presentations, and building on the momentum of the expanding group, the group has made 
several resolutions: 

1) To convene every 2 years, instead of 3 or 4 as in the past; 

2) To build a platform for posting evolving research, with working papers, and the potential to host 
multiple media (photos, images, audio and video files, etc) as appropriate to the artistic subjects of 
our research. 

Further planning for future workshops and for developing this research platform will commence 
immediately, as part of the OxBo Memorandum of Understanding between Bologna and Oxford. 

 

Social Events 

On the night between the two days of the conference, Oxford hosted an informal buffet for all 

participants and their friends and families.  Among the University’s extensive collection of heritage 

buildings, such as the many elaborate Dining Halls in the Colleges, it was difficult to decide which 

venue would be most appropriate for hosting specialists in arts and heritage. 

The organisers selected the University Church of St Mary the 

Virgin, on Radcliffe Square in the centre of the University, 

specifically the Old Library. This room is special for many 

reasons: it has recently been restored by a philanthropic 

donation from a very prominent supporter of arts and 

heritage in the UK, the Clore Foundation; it is in the Church 

around which the University first formed, sometime in the 

early 12th century; it was built to house the University’s 

charter and its first library, and continued to do so until 1488, 

when the library moved across Radcliffe Square into what is 

now the Bodleian; more recently, the international NGO 

Oxfam was founded in this room in the mid-1940s; and even 

more recently, the catering business that provided our 

sumptuous meal started its expansion by opening a 

concession in the Church that has led to a café, increased 

revenue for the Church, and an entrepreneurial success story 

for the founder.  In these many ways, the venue was a perfect 

location for a gathering about arts and cultural management. 

  



At the end of the evening, spilling out into Radcliffe Square, with lights on glorious buildings—the 

Radcliffe Camera, the Bodleian Library, All Souls and Brasenose Colleges—left everyone completely 

confident of the enormous value of preserving, managing, and celebrating cultural heritage. 

 

 
  

 

The organizers worked hard to make this workshop as worthwhile for attendees as previous workshops 

in Bologna.  None of this would have been possible without the support of EIASM, especially Graziella 

Michelante; the Faculty of Strategy, Innovation and Management at Oxford Saïd Business School, 

especially Rebecca Morris and Judith Facer for providing essential administrative support; the Saïd 

Development Fund and the SBS “Engaging with the Humanities” programme; and the Universities and 

other employers, as well as families and friends, who graciously facilitated each delegate’s attendance 

and involvement. 

The 7th EIASM workshop on Arts and Cultural Management will take place in 2020; watch this space for 

dates and further details! 


